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Abstract

We introduce a new and simple filtering technique that can be used in the implementation of geometr
rithms called “structural filtering”. Using this filtering technique we gain about 20% when compared to pre
filtered implementations. Of theoretical interest are some results regarding the robustness of sorting al
against erroneous comparisons.

There is software support for the concept of structural filtering in LEDA (Library of Efficient Data Types an
gorithms, http://www.mpi-sb.mpg.de/LEDA/leda.html) and CGAL (Computational Geometry Algorithms Lib
http://www.cgal.org).
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Geometric algorithms use geometric predicates in their conditionals. The common strategy
exact implementation of geometric algorithms is to evaluate all geometric predicates exactly and
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floating-point filters to make the exact evaluation of predicates fast. Floating-point filters have pro
be very effective both in practice [1,12,14] and in theory [5]. The evaluation of a geometric pre
amounts to the computation of the sign of an arithmetic expression. A floating-point filter eva
the expression using floating-point arithmetic and also computes an error bound to determine
the floating point computation is reliable. If the error bound does not suffice to prove reliabilit
expression is re-evaluated using exact arithmetic. Exact geometric computation incurs an overhe
compared to a pure floating-point implementation. For easy inputs, where the floating-point comp
always yields the correct sign, the overhead consists of the computation of the error bound. This o
is about a factor of two for good filter implementations. For difficult inputs, where the floating-
filter always fails, the overhead may be much larger, but this is not really relevant, as the floatin
computation possibly produces an incorrect result.

The challenge is to achieve exact geometric computation
at the cost of floating-point arithmetic.

Structural filtering is a step in this direction. Structural filtering views the execution of an algo
as a sequence of steps and applies filtering at the level of steps. A step may contain many p
evaluations; errors are allowed in the evaluations of predicates, but the outcome of a step is guara
be correct. We give a simple example. Consider a search for an elementx in a leaf-oriented search tree.
all comparisons are exact, the standard search algorithm locatesx. If comparisons may err, the standa
search algorithm may reach an incorrect leaf. Two exact comparisons suffice to check whether the
leaf has been reached. If the wrong leaf was reached, the correct leaf can then be reached by
walk through the sequence of leaves. The walk, but only the walk, requires exact comparisons. O
how the structure of the search tree is used to trade expensive exact comparisons for cheap com
which may potentially err.

In this paper we investigate the potential of structural filtering theoretically and experimenta
Section 2 we give a classification of filtering techniques and compare our approach to filtering
predicate and at the algorithm level. We show that predicate filtering is a special case of structural
and that structural filtering has the potential of improving upon predicate filtering for a wide cla
algorithms. The class includes all incremental algorithms of computational geometry. In Sections
we give some theoretical results on structural filtering. We show, for example, that quicksort st
optimal sorting algorithm when comparisons may err, but mergesort becomes suboptimal. In Se
we report about our experiments with implementations of algorithms for sorting and the comp
of Delaunay diagrams. In both cases we obtain a considerable speed-up compared to predicat
implementations.

2. Filtering strategies

The topic of this section is a general discussion of filtering strategies. We view the execution
algorithm as a sequence of steps. A step may be anything from the execution of a single instruct
the execution of a large subprogram to the execution of the entire program. If every step of an alg
produces the correct result, the entire computation will produce the correct result.

The execution of a step consists of the evaluation of conditionals and the execution of the strai
code between the conditionals. The simplest way to ensure the correct execution of a step is to g
that all conditionals in the step are evaluated correctly.
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An alternative way to ensure the correct execution of a step is to allow errors in the evaluation
conditionals, to check at the end of the step whether the step performed correctly, and, if not, to re
errors made. Of course, this approach is only viable if the unsafe execution of a step is faster than
execution, if the correctness check is simple, if errors occur rarely, and if the repair is simple. O
that there are four “ifs” in the preceding sentence. We will show that there are many situations wh
answer to all four ifs is yes.

We start by refining our view of the execution of an algorithm. We view algorithms as manipu
an underlying data structure and distinguish between search and update steps. Update steps
of code that may change the underlying data structure and search steps are pieces of code th
change the underlying data structure but are otherwise arbitrary. Structural filtering applies to
steps. It does not modify update steps. Thus the underlying data structure stays correct. We g
examples to illustrate the concepts.

(1) Any algorithm falls under the paradigm if we call the values of all program variables the unde
data structure, the evaluation of each predicate2 in a conditional a search step (the step searche
the value of the expression), and call the straight-line code fragments between conditionals
steps.

(2) Consider a dictionary implementation based on a balanced tree. The tree constitutes the data
manipulated by the algorithm. An insert operation consists of a search step, which determi
position in the tree at which the new key is to be added, followed by an update step, which a
key to the tree.

(3) Consider an incremental algorithm for constructing Delaunay diagrams. The data structure
current Delaunay triangulation and a search structure for locating points in the triangulation.
sertion of a new point consists of a search step, which locates the triangle of the current triang
containing the new point, and an update step which inserts the point, performs flips to const
new Delaunay triangulation, and modifies the search structure.

We postulated that a search step does not change the underlying data structure. A search s
putes information (= the value of a predicate, a position in a tree, a triangle in a triangulation) w
the subsequent update step uses to perform changes of the data structure. A search step evalu
number of predicates. We assume that a predicate can be evaluated in two ways; the expen
guarantees the correct value and the cheap way will usually give the correct result, but may
this general discussion we make no assumption about when a cheap comparison errs. In the
of geometric programs a cheap evaluation of a predicate is the evaluation with floating point arith
and an expensive evaluation is the evaluation with exact arithmetic (maybe with a floating-po
ter).

One safe way to perform a step is to use only expensive predicate evaluations. Assume now
use cheap predicate evaluations instead. The following observation is trivial but powerful.If a search step
amounts to a walk in an acyclic graph where predicate evaluations are used to determine the edg

2 We assume that predicates in conditionals have no side-effects, a minor restriction. In geometric programs the pre
conditionals are typically the evaluation of the sign of an arithmetic expression.
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followed, then a search step will always terminate.In our three examples above the search is a wal
an acyclic graph.3

The search step, if executed with cheap predicates, may not end in the right sink of the acyclic
We postulate that it is easy to check whether the correct sink is reached. In our first example, th
amounts to the error-bound computation in the floating point evaluation of the underlying arith
expression, in our second example, the check amount to the (exact) comparison with the two neig
elements, and in the third example, the check amounts to orientation tests with three sides of a tr

If the search step ends in the correct sink of the search graph, we are done at this point. If th
reveals an error, we still have to find the correct sink. There is a generic way of reaching the
sink. Repeat the search with expensive predicate evaluations. Observe that this is possible be
postulated that a search step does not change the underlying data structure. In our first exam
generic strategy amounts to an evaluation with exact arithmetic. In the two other examples, th
better ways to correct the error. In the second example, we may walk along the leaves of the tre
the third example, we may use a walk through the triangulation.

Let us summarize. Structural filtering applies to search steps. If the search step amounts to t
in an acyclic graph then it can be performed with cheap comparisons without the danger of loop
error in the search step can always be corrected by redoing the search with expensive comparison
strategies may exist and we gave two examples. The verification of the search step is problem de
With the generic solution to error correction,only the verification requires additional programming.

What can we hope to gain by structural filtering? The cost of an update step is unchanged. The
a search step is its cost when executed with cheap comparisons, plus the cost of the check, plus
of the repair. Structural filtering is particularly useful if the search steps dominate the running time
algorithm. This is the case for our second and third example and, more generally, for many incre
constructions in geometry. In an insertion into a tree, the search step has cost O(logn) and the update ste
has cost O(1). The same holds true for randomized incremental algorithms for convex hulls, Del
triangulations, Voronoi diagrams, and many other problems.

There is a second phenomenon which is exploited by structural filtering. Predicate evaluations
redundant. There may be several paths to the correct sink and hence errors in predicates may be
by later predicates. Fig. 1 illustrates the phenomenon for our third example.

We will next compare structural filtering with filtering on the predicate level and filtering on the
rithm level.

Filtering at the predicate level amounts to evaluating all predicates correctly, but to do so in a
way. The evaluation of a predicate amounts to the computation of the sign of an arithmetic e
sion. Predicate filtering computes the sign in three stages: in stage one the expression is evalua
floating-point arithmetic, in stage two an error bound for the floating-point computation is com
and in stage three the expression is evaluated with exact arithmetic, if the error bound does not s
conclude that the sign computed in stage one is the correct sign. The cheap evaluation of the p
uses only stage one. The implementation of predicate filters is discussed in [1] and [12]. The effi
floating-point filters is discussed experimentally in [7,12,14] and theoretically in [5].

Let us consider the extreme cases. If the floating-point computation always computes the corre
the cheap evaluation never errs and saves the computation of the error bound. The computatio

3 In the first example the graph is a tree with three nodes. In the root the boolean expression is evaluated and the tw
correspond to true and false.
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error bound has typically about the same cost as the computation of the sign and hence a cheap
son has about half the cost of an expensive comparison. Thus we may expect that structural filte
make significant savings; we should not expect to see a factor of two since the search step has to
work additional to the predicate evaluations and since structural filtering has to verify the result
search.

If the floating-point computation never computes the correct sign, predicate filtering always
resort to exact arithmetic. Since the cost of exact arithmetic is significantly larger than the cost of fl
point arithmetic (around 10–100 times the cost; see [14] for example), stage three will domin
cost of an expensive predicate evaluation and a cheap comparison is much cheaper than an e
comparison. Thus, even with the generic repair technique, the cost of structural filtering is no
larger than the cost of predicate filtering; observe that the cost of the search step with cheap pr
will be much smaller than the cost of the search with expensive predicates.

The advantage of predicate filtering is its genericity. Once “filtered” versions of the predicat
available, all algorithms using them benefit. There is no change required in an algorithm to switc
unfiltered predicates to filtered predicates. Moreover, the techniques for writing filtered predica
well developed and even software supported [1].

The disadvantage of predicate filtering is the fact that the error-bound computation is always
Structural filtering avoids it at the cost of the verification of the search step.

While the filters on predicate level work on the level of the most basic (low-level) operations
algorithm, filters on algorithm level work on the highest level possible. Here the idea is: comput
floating-point arithmetic, check the result, and repair, if necessary, to get the exact result.

There are two problems with filtering at the algorithm level. First, the design of robust algorithms
only floating-point arithmetic is a difficult task even if robustness only means that the program
always run to completion. The papers [6,11,15] illustrate the difficulty of designing robust algor
Second, the repair step is non-trivial if the floating-point algorithm does not come with a strong gua
of what it computes. The purpose of restricting filtering to the search steps is precisely to guaran
errors in predicate evaluations do not corrupt the data structure. Only the paper [8] discusses filt
the algorithm level and the repair step. The main disadvantage of filtering at the algorithm level
there are no widely applicable techniques for obtaining robust floating-point implementations.

Of course, filtering at the algorithm level approach also has its advantages. If no cheap evaluat
the result will be correct, and the only additional cost is the cost of checking.

3. Sorting

We consider the problem of sorting a setS = {x1, . . . , xn} from a linearly ordered universe. In o
model, algorithms may usecheapandexpensivecomparisons. An expensive comparison always g
the correct result whereas a cheap comparison may err in a comparison ofxi and xj , if |rank(xi) −
rank(xj )| � k, where rank(x) is the number of elements inS that are smaller thanx.

Please note that we use this very simple model to make our analysis easier; in reality, it is mor
that errors occur if the elements to be compared are numerically close but not necessarily in t
their rank. So another possible model could be to drawn numbers from[0. . .1] uniformly at random and
say that a comparison of two elements might err if they are closer than someδ.
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As a measure for the quality of the outcomexs(1), . . . , xs(n) of a sorting algorithm, we count the numb
of inversions, i.e.,

I = ∣∣{(i, j): i < j, xs(i) > xs(j)

}∣∣.

Lemma 1. Any sorting algorithm using cheap comparisons only may produce a result withI = ((k −1) ·
n)/2 inversions.

Proof. Let x1, . . . , xn be the elements to be sorted (in increasing order). Group them inton/k groups
G0,G1, . . . ,Gn/k−1 of adjacent elements, i.e.,Gi = {xk·i+1, . . . , xk·i+k}. An algorithm cannot distinguis
between the elements in one group and hence may output them in decreasing order even if
parisons between elements of distinct groups are correct. Each group then contributes(k · (k − 1))/2
inversions. �

An immediate consequence of this lemma is the following corollary.

Corollary 2. In our model, any sorting algorithm requires�(n · logk) expensive comparisons to exac
sort a sequence ofn elements.

Proof. We only need to observe that O(k · logk) expensive comparisons are needed for each grou
sizek to obtain a correct result.�

An (almost) sorted sequence containingI inversions can be sorted using(2,4)-finger search tree
with O(n · log(2 + I/n)) expensive comparisons or using insertion sort with O(n + I ) expensive com
parisons [10]. Hence, if we can prove that a sorting algorithm produces O(k · n) inversions when using
cheap comparisons only, we can combine this algorithm with(2,4)-finger search trees to an exact sort
algorithm which is optimal with respect to the number of expensive comparisons.

In the following we will examine mergesort, quicksort and heapsort when executed with cheap
parisons. It turns out, that quicksort is optimal whereas mergesort is suboptimal. Heapsort m
optimal, but we can only prove a suboptimal bound.

3.1. Mergesort

We consider a variant of mergesort as presented in [3, pp. 12 ff], which sorts the element
arrayA[1], . . .A[n]. The basic idea is to split the array into two arraysA[1] . . .A[�n/2�] andA[�n/2� +
1] . . .A[n], sort the two arrays recursively and merge them to obtain the final sorted sequence.

Lemma 3. Mergesort with cheap comparisons produces a result with at mostk · n · logn inversions.

Proof. We show that for a (by mergesort possibly incorrectly sorted) listx1x2x3 . . . xn and elements
xi, xj , i < j , we have rank(xi) � rank(xj ) + k · logn. The lemma follows immediately.

We use induction on the number of merging levels. Level 0 withn = 1 is trivial. Now assume we hav
two lists x1x2 . . . xn/2 andxn/2+1 . . . xn which we want to merge. Consider w.l.o.g. an elementxj from
the first list. By induction hypothesis, all elementsx , i < j , have rank at most rank(x ) + k · logn/2.
i j
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So the largest element of the second list that is moved to the result list beforexj can have at most ran
k + rank(xj ) + k · logn/2= rank(xj ) + k · logn. �
Lemma 4. For k = 1 mergesort may produce�(n · logn) inversions(with cheap comparisons).

Proof. Let x1x2 . . . xn be the result sequence of mergesort. The idea of the proof is that we constr
input for mergesort and the outcome of all comparisons such that there arel disjoint subsequences o
lengthd ≈ n/l, where each of these subsequences is decreasing. Hence we get aboutd2 · l inversions
in the resulting sequence. Forl = n/ logn and d = log(n/ logn) this is �(n · logn). Note, that only
comparisons of elements may err whose ranks differ by one.

We construct the input recursively. LetL be the set of sequences{L1,L2, . . . ,Ll} where Li =
{xi1, xi2 . . . , xid } with xij = xij−1 − 1 for j = 2. . . d . And for all i �= j , Li ∩ Lj = ∅. We now look at
the complete binary tree representing the computation of mergesort.

Starting at the root, we distribute the contents of the sequences to the subtrees. From each
Li we send the first element to one subtree and the remaining sequence to the other subtree.

More formally, each nodev with childrenvleft, vright is given a set of sequencesSv = {Lv
1,L

v
2, . . . ,L

v
m}

and a set of processed elementsEv. For theroot we haveSroot = L andEroot = ∅. Intuitively, Ev are the
elements to be distributed amongst the leaves of the subtree rooted atv.

The procedure for a nodev works as follows: first we partition the setEv into two sets of equal siz
Ev = Evleft �Evright. We send the heads of the firstm/2 sequences to the left child node, i.e.,Evleft := Evleft ∪
{head(Lv

i ) | i = 1. . .m/2} and the tails to the right child node, i.e.,Svright := {tail(Lv
i ) | i = 1. . .m/2}. The

same the other way around with the second half of the sequences, i.e.,Evright := Evright ∪ {head(Lv
i ) | i =

(m/2) + 1. . .m} andSvleft := {tail(Lv
i ) | i = (m/2) + 1. . .m}.

It is easy to see that the number of elements inEv of a nodev on levelk is ek = k · l/2k , the number
of elements inSv of the same nodev is sk = l/2k . Our construction goes through as long asek, sk � 2.
Hence for a givenl, the upper boundd for k is given byd = log l. So we can choosel = n/ logn and
d = log(n/ logn). As d < logn, our construction ends a few levels above the leaves. We then dist
the elements of eachEv arbitrarily among the leaves of the subtree rooted atv and assign arbitrary value
to the still unoccupied leaves.

It remains to show that each of these sequences inL appears in the resulting sequence of merge
in reverse (i.e., decreasing) order. This can be easily seen by induction on the merge steps whe
sequence “participates” with some of its elements.

Let us consider a sequenceLi . When we merge sequencess1, s2, some elementsS ⊂ Li may be presen
in s1 or s2. If so, exactly one, the largest elementx1 of S is in one sequence—let’s say w.l.o.g. ins1—and
all the rest ofS, i.e.,x2, x3, . . . , xd ′ (xi = xi−1 − 1 for i = 2. . . d ′), is in s2 and by induction hypothesi
in reverse order. As we assume that elements of different sequencesLi,Lj are compared correctly, th
elements ofS present ins2 are not interleaved with elements of other sequencesLj . Again, as element
of different sequences are compared exactly, there will be a point in the merging process ofs1 ands2

wherex1 is compared withx2. This comparison may err sincex1 = x2 + 1 and hencex1 is moved to the
result sequence beforex2, i.e.,S ends up in reverse order in the result sequence of this merging step�

For k = 1, our upper and lower bound have the same order. We leave it as an open problem to
lower bound fork > 1. The lower bound shows that mergesort is not optimal.
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3.2. Quicksort

We consider a variant of quicksort as presented in [3, pp. 153 ff], which sorts the elements of a
A[1], . . .A[n]. As we do not want to make any assumptions about determinism (for fixedx, y, it might
be that in some comparisonsx < y, in others thatx = y and in othersx > y, if |rank(x) − rank(y) � k)
we have to modify the implementation slightly to guarantee termination. The algorithm is called
Quicksort(A,1,n).

Quicksort(A, p, r)
if p<r

q=Partition(A, p, r)
Quicksort(A,p,q)
Quicksort(A,q+1,r)

Partition(A, p, r)
x=A[p]
i=p-1
j=r+1
while true do

repeat
j=j-1

until (A[j]<=x) OR (j==i+1)
repeat
i=i+1

until (A[i]>=x) OR (i==j)
if (i<j)
exchange A[i] and A[j]

else
return j

od

Lemma 5. Quicksort(with cheap comparisons) produces a list with at most2 · k · n inversions.

Proof. We show that for a fixed elementy, the rank of an elementx right of y in the result of quicksor
is greater than rank(y)− 2k. This implies that the number of such pairs(y, x) wherex < y is at most 2k.

If x < y, butx ends up to the right ofy then there must be a nodez at whichy is routed to the left or
y = z andx is routed to the right orx = z. The elementz is either smaller thanx, equal tox, lies between
x andy, is equal toy, or is larger thany.

In the first case the comparison betweenz andy is incorrect and hence the ranks ofz andy differ by
at mostk. Sincex lies betweenz andy the ranksz andy differ by at mostk. The last case is symmetri

In the second case the comparison betweeny andx is incorrect and hence the ranks ofx andy differ
by at mostk. The next to last case is symmetric.

In the third case the comparisons betweenx andz and betweeny andz are incorrect and hence th
rank of either element differs by at mostk from the rank ofz. Thus the rank ofx andy differs by at
most 2k. �
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This lemma shows that quicksort is optimal up to a constant factor with respect to robustness
imprecision of the comparison operation.

It is not obvious that the expected number of comparisons of quicksort is still O(n logn). The standard
argument is that the rank of the root is a random integer in{1, . . . , n} and hence we get balanced su
problems. This argument does not hold any longer since comparisons may be incorrect. The a
is basically correct as long as the number of elements in a subset is much larger thank, say larger than
5k. Once a subset is smaller than 5k the depth of the resulting tree is at most 5k and hence the dept
of the entire tree is O(k + logn). The number of cheap comparison required by quicksort is there
O(n · k + n logn). We next improve the bound to O(n · logn).

For the following discussion we assume determinism in our comparison function, i.e., for fixedx, y,
the result of compare(x, y) is always the same for all comparison queries of these two elements. Co
the following directed graph onS. We have an arc fromx to y if x is declared smaller thany by a cheap
comparison. The indegree of a node is then the number of elements that are declared smaller
outdegree of a node is the number of elements that are declared larger. For each node the su
indegree and the outdegree is equal ton − 1. The total indegree is equal to the total outdegree; both
equal ton(n − 1)/2, the number of arcs.

The claim is that in any such graph the number of “middle” elements, i.e., those elements whic
their indegree as well as their outdegree bounded by 7n/8 is at least a fixed fraction of the elements. H
is a proof.

PartitionS into setsA, B andC, whereA contains all elements whose outdegree is at least 7n/8, C

contains all elements whose indegree is at least 7n/8, andB contains the remaining elements. For
element inB the indegree and the outdegree are bounded by 7n/8.

Lemma 6. |B| � n/10.

Proof. Assume that|B| < n/10. Also assume that|A| � |C|. Then|A| � (n − n/10)/2 = 9 · n/20 and
hence|B| + |C| � 11 · n/20. Eachx ∈ A has an outdegree of at least 7· n/8; at most 11· n/20 of its
outgoing edges can end inB ∪ C and hence at least(7/8 − 11/20) · n > n/8 edges have to end inA.
Since every node inA has more thann/8 outgoing edges to nodes inA there must be at least one no
in A whose indegree is larger thann/8, a contradiction to the definition ofA. �

The lemma above shows that at leastn/10 elements are good splitters and hence the recursion de
quicksort is O(logn) with high probability; see [13]. Thus quicksort uses O(n logn) cheap comparison
with high probability.

3.3. Heapsort

We consider a variant of mergesort as presented in [3, pp. 140 ff], which sorts the elements of a
A[1], . . .A[n]. We assume that we have constructed an exact heap (using O(n) expensive comparisons
and then iteratively remove the smallest element reassuring the heap property after each rem
appropriate swap operations (but only using cheap comparisons).

Lemma 7. In our model starting with a correct heap, heapsort(with cheap comparisons) produces a
result with at most2 · k · n · logn inversions.
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Proof. Heapsort operates in phases. In each phase it outputs the root of the heap, moves the key
into the root and lets the element sink down to its correct position by a sequence of downheap ope
We show that at the beginning of each phase and for each noden and its childrenci , i = 1,2:

rank
(
key[n]) − rank

(
key[ci]

)
� 2 · k,

wherekey[x] denotes the key stored at nodex. It follows that the maximum rank of an element with
the heap is rank(key[root]) + 2 · k · logn, and hence each phase can create at most 2· k · logn inversions.
The lemma follows.

Let n be a node in the tree,c1, c2 its children,p its parent andkey′[x], x ∈ {p,n, c1, c2} the key stored
atx after a downheap operation on noden.

We show that after a downheap operation on noden,

rank
(
key′[p]) − rank

(
key′[n]) � 2 · k,

rank
(
key′[n]) − rank

(
key′[ci]

)
� 2 · k,

and if there was a swap with childcs , s ∈ {1,2},
rank

(
key′[n]) � rank

(
key′[cs]

) + k.

As the downheap operation before the current one has kept the above invariant, we kno
rank(key[p]) − rank(key[n]) � k. We now comparekey[n] with min(key[c1],key[c2]). If no swap hap-
pens, we know that rank(key[n]) � rank(key[ci]) + 2 · k and the downheap operation stops.

If a swap happens with let’s sayc1, we have rank(key′[n]) � rank(key′[c1]) + k and rank(key′[n]) �
rank(key′[c2])+2·k. Hence also rank(key′[p])− rank(key′[n]) � 2·k. The downheap operation continu
with nodec1. �

A correct heap can be constructed with a linear number of expensive comparisons. Heap b
with inexact comparisons also yields a heap which satisfies for any noden and its childrenc1, c2,
rank(key[n]) − rank(key[ci]) � 2 · k.

Summary. We showed that quicksort is optimal in our model up to a constant factor, and that mer
is suboptimal. For heapsort we leave the exact behavior as an open question.

With a repair step—either finger search trees or insertion sort—quicksort allows exact sortin
sequence with O(n logk) (using finger search trees) or O(k · n) (using insertion sort) expensive comp
isons. The former bound is optimal as we have proved in Corollary 2.

Note that for this application, incorrect comparisonsalwaysrequire a repair later on. So we can on
gain by saving the cost of computing the error bound and possibly some exact arithmetic comp
where the error bound is too weak to prove the correctness of a (correct) floating-point result.

4. Searching

In a comparison based search structure which is a directed acyclic graph (e.g., a tree), we
cheap comparisons during the location of a new point without taking the risk of looping. The only
we have to make sure is that there is an easy way to get from a possibly incorrect result of the s
the correct result.
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In the following we will consider binary search trees and a search structure for point location
the randomized incremental construction of the Delaunay Triangulation of points in the plane.

4.1. Binary search on trees followed by linear search through the leaves

Consider a comparison based search structure for a linearly ordered setS of objectsx1 < x2 < · · · < xn.
We usex0 andxn+1 to denote the fictitious points−∞ and+∞. Following the presentation in [10], th
search structure divides space into 2n + 1 cells,n cells corresponding to the points inS andn + 1 cells
for the open intervals between adjacent points inS. There is a natural linear order on the cells. Each
is either a closed or an open interval. In the linear arrangement of the cells open and closed cells
and the extreme cells are open. The following lemma bounds the maximal error of a search in t
the set of points whose comparison with the query point is erroneous. It assumes that all comp
are between the query point and points inS. All comparison-based realizations of dictionaries have
property.

Lemma 8. Consider a query pointq and leti be such thatxi < q < xi+1 or xi = q. If the comparisons
betweenq andxj are correct for|i − j | � k, then the cell delivered by a search forq has distance a
most2k from the cell containingq.

Proof. Assume that a search forq produces a cellC ′ different fromC. We may assume w.l.o.g. thatC ′
is to the left ofC. Thenq was compared with the right endpoint, sayxj , of C ′ and the outcome of thi
comparison was erroneous. There are at most the cellsxj , (xj , xj+1), . . . , xi betweenC ′ andC. By our
assumption we havei − j < k and hence the distance betweenC ′ andC is at most 2k. �

Under the assumptions of the preceding lemma the cost of a search forq is O(logn) cheap comparison
plus O(k) expensive comparisons.

As for sorting, we remark that incorrect decisions always lead to a repair step at the end; so w
may gain by not having to compute the error bounds and possibly some exact arithmetic evaluati
to the error bound being too weak.

4.2. Point location for Delaunay triangulations

In the randomized incremental algorithm for computing the Delaunay triangulation of a set of
in the plane, a search structure is maintained to locate each new point to be inserted in the
triangulation. This is usually implemented as a history graph, which is a directed acyclic graph rec
all insertions and flips executed in the algorithm so far. Again, we can perform all comparisons c
and still get to some sink corresponding to a triangle. Then we have to check whether the que
in fact lies inside this triangle. If not, we walk across one edge of the current triangle whose ine
was violated to an adjacent triangle. We continue like that until we reach the correct triangle. In
there is more than one edge of the triangle whose inequality is violated, the choice of which edge
becomes a crucial point. Only for Delaunay triangulations, it is known that using an arbitrary edge
called a visibility walk) finally leads to the correct triangle containing the query point (we actually
this case here), otherwise this procedure might loop forever. But termination can easily be guaran
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always choosing the edge which intersects the segment between current location and query poin
for a survey of different walking strategies in a triangulation.

We remark that even if some comparisons are incorrect, the correct triangle may still be r
directly (see Fig. 1). So the potential gain in running time is due to saving error bound computat
well as exact arithmetic evaluations of non-crucial predicates.

5. Experimental results

We performed two experiments to evaluate the benefits of structural filtering. In the first experim
sorted points lexicographically and in the second experiment we computed the Delaunay triangul
a set of points. For both experiments we used the rational geometry kernel of the LEDA system [9]
kernel, points (typerat_point) are represented by homogeneous coordinates of typeinteger (the
arbitrary precision integer type of LEDA) and also by floating-point approximations of typedouble.
The kernel uses a floating-point filter on the predicate level (see [12, Section 8.7]). An exact eva
of a geometric predicate operates in three steps: (1) compute the value using floating-point ari
(2) compute an error bound, (3) if necessary, evaluate the predicate using integer arithmetic. A
evaluation performs only step (1).

LEDA, as of Version 3.8, provides means for the easy implementation of algorithms accord
the structural filtering paradigm. Using a global flag (rat_point::float_computation_only),
the programmer can tell the kernel to always take the sign of the floating-point computation (st
when evaluating a predicate. Hence implementing a “cheap” locate procedure just means turning
flag and performing the location procedure as usual. To check for the correctness of the outco
“exact” mode has to be switched on again, of course. Our experience shows that modifying e
implementations to make use of structural filtering usually is a matter of a few minutes, adding jus
lines of code.

The rational geometry kernel of LEDA can be used as a kernel traits class with the algorith
CGAL and hence structural filtering is also available for programmers using CGAL [2].

5.1. Sorting

Sorting a set of points lexicographically is a very common subroutine in many geometric algor
We have implemented a “structurally filtered” version of quicksort, i.e., after choosing the splitt
elements are distributed to the left or right according to a possibly inexact floating-point comp
A call of quicksort is still guaranteed to return a sorted sequence. This requires the use of a no
conquer-step. The conquer-step is essentially insertion sort of the splitter and the sequence to
until no swaps take place anymore. In the worst case, this requires O(k2) comparisons per recursion, b
overall, the number of such comparisons is bound by O(n · k) as we have shown. In practice, this turn
out to be more efficient than a repair run over the final result. In case of no errors during the com
of the splitter, only 2 (exact) comparisons are necessary (to check that the splitter is greater t
rightmost element of the left sequence and smaller than the leftmost element of the right sequen

Observe that repairing the final result could be regarded as a filter on “algorithm level”, wh
repairing after every recursion is more the “intermediate level filter” we are advocating.
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Table 1
Quicksort: total running time in secs, 2·105 to 1.6·106 points

1 · 105 2 · 105 4 · 105 8 · 105 1.6 · 106

qs_exact 2.58 5.65 12.5 28.0 63.4
qs_repair 1.93 4.35 9.56 21.1 49.7
qs_float 1.80 4.05 8.94 19.8 47.2

We have compared both implementations, the exact quicksort and the structurally filtered qu
with a floating-point-only implementation. As input for all three implementations we chose rand
generatedrat_points. The output was the sequence of points in lexicographic order. Note that
the conversion routine for the floating-point approximation of the coordinates in LEDArat_points,
the cheap floating-point comparisons between coordinates are always correct; so what we actua
sure is the gain of not having to compute error bounds for most comparisons.

Our experiments show an advantage of about 20–25% compared to the “normal”, exact ver
quicksort (see Table 1). Surprisingly, the version which usesonly floating-point operations, does n
perform twice as fast as the exact, predicate filtered version. This is probably due to cache and
effects. So the version using structural filtering is only about 5–7% slower than the floating-point v
See Table 1 for our results.

5.2. Randomized incremental Delaunay Triangulation

We have implemented the randomized incremental algorithm for computing the Delaunay Tria
tion of a point set in the plane using the LEDA rational geometry kernel. We call this versiondt_exact
in the following. Then we modified the search structure in our implementation to make use of str
filtering, i.e., we did the comparisons in the directed acyclic Delaunay graph using inexact floating
comparisons and performed a visibility walk (see Section 4.2 and [4]) at the end to guarantee
reach the correct triangle. We call this versiondt_search.

Finally, a simple observation allowed us to inexactly perform all incircle tests (which trigger “fli
If we guarantee that a flip only takes place in a convex quadrilateral, we always have a valid tria
tion. At the end of the algorithm we start the flipping algorithm to make sure that the triangulati
have computed is indeed the Delaunay triangulation. As in the versiondt_search, we perform the poin
location with floating-point arithmetic only, followed by a walk. This version is calleddt_flip.

Why do we hope for an improvement in running time compared to thedt_exact version? In the fol-
lowing we assume that floating-point arithmetic always gives the exact result and has cost 1 per p
evaluation. We also assume that the floating-point filter always can decide the predicate but has c
predicate evaluation. This is a reasonable assumption on the overhead imposed by current float
filter schemes.

For the query structure, instead ofc · logn exact orientation tests—for some constantc—we have
c · logn floating-point tests followed by three exact orientation tests to verify that we are in the c
triangle. Hence overall we may decrease our cost byn · ((c · logn) − 3).

For the incircle tests, things are not quite that good. The expected number of incircle tests i
9 · n during the algorithm. Hence the exact algorithm has to pay a cost of 18· n. The modified algorithm
where the incircle tests are first done in floating-point arithmetic only, has to pay a cost of 9· n, but has
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Fig. 1. When locatingQ, the orientation ofQ w.r.t.
−−→
PC is not important.

Fig. 2. Incircle tests are not important, if a center point is inserted later on.

to perform about 3·n exact incircle tests at the end, to check that the local Delaunay property is ful
Hence overall we can only decrease our cost by 3· n which probably will be negligible.

In both cases, though, a considerable gain in performance can be achieved if there were tes
required arbitrary precision when done exactly, but are not important for the outcome of the alg
An example for this phenomenon was given for the query structure in Fig. 1. For the incircle
imagine that in the set of input points there is a subset of more than 3 points lying (almost) on a cir
long as no point inside this circle is inserted, all tests involving triangles of 4 of these points are (n
degenerate and hence are hard to decide by the floating-point filter on predicate level. Neverthe
outcome of any of these tests does not affect the final result at all as these edges are “flippe
later-on when a point inside the circle is inserted (see Fig. 2).

The results of our experiments can be found in Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5. As input data we
rat_points with homogeneous integer coordinates of different bit-lengths. As to be expecte
random inputs (Table 2), thedt_search version gains about 10–15% in the overall running time aga
the dt_exact version, due to not having to compute the error bounds for most predicates. Thedt_flip
version, though, performs much worse since the additional check over all edges of the triangul
rather expensive in that case, even if no flips take place. A similar result can be observed for inp
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Table 2
Delaunay Triangulation: running time in secs;
400000 random points, 32–128 bits

32 40 52 80 100 128

dt_exact 194 195 192 197 194 198
dt_search 174 170 169 171 170 175
dt_flip 204 204 201 204 206 207

Table 3
Delaunay Triangulation: running time in secs; 600×
600 grid, 32–128 bits

32 40 52 80 100 128

dt_exact 208 216 228 268 351 462
dt_search 177 188 197 233 314 402
dt_flip 216 232 246 290 591 645

Table 4
Point location time in secs, 40 bit, 600× 600 grid
and 400000 random points

grid random

dt_exact 90 86
dt_search 64 67

Table 5
Delaunay Triangulation: running time in secs;
100000 points near a circle, 32–128 bits

32 40 52 80 100 128

dt_exact 75.4 74.7 74.8 75.2 75.1 75.8
dt_search 73.0 72.8 73.0 73.3 73.1 72.0
dt_flip 48.2 48.3 48.4 47.7 48.3 48.5

on a grid (see Table 3), but here the advantage of inexact search is even bigger than in the
case.

Looking at the location time only, we have a difference in running time of 20–29% between the
and “structurally filtered” search (see Table 4).

For points near a circle, the picture changes drastically (see Table 5). Here thedt_flip version performs
much better than the two other versions, and since the dominating cost are the incircle tests (al
of them are “difficult”, i.e., require exact arithmetic) thedt_exact anddt_search version do not differ
significantly in their running times. Thedt_flip version performs more than 30% better than the o
two implementations, since there are many difficult tests during the algorithm which are not imp
for the final result. We found that this difference increases substantially (up to a factor of 3!) if we
one additional point for example in the center of the circle.
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6. Conclusion

We have presented a simple filtering scheme which can be used in addition to (or maybe ins
the well-known predicate filtering when implementing geometric algorithms. The main idea is to
predicate decisions to be erroneous but still guarantee a correct final result. Of course, this requirsome
predicates to be evaluated exactly. But the number of those predicates can be kept rather low as
shown.

As we have seen in our experimental results, running time can be improved either due to few
bounds computed (as in the example of quicksort), or due to exact computations saved because
of the predicate is not important (Delaunay triangulation of points near a circle). The gain in perfor
varies from 20% (quicksort and point location in Delaunay triangulation algorithm) to 30% (in
flipping during the insertions).

Our idea is generic in a sense that it can be applied to almost all algorithms whose operat
be divided into location and update procedures.Structural filteringaddresses the location stage, wh
usually dominates the running time for incremental algorithms. Our current research is focused on
make the update stages more efficient and also deals with the efficient construction of geometric

Starting with version 3.8, LEDA [9] provides support for the use of structural filtering, and modi
existing implementations usually involves adding only a few lines of code.
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